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Blood of a Gladiator
Romantic suspense amid the chaos of a world at war. The year is 1940. As England
braces for invasion and the German army overruns Europe, two American sisters in
Paris risk their lives to save a downed British airman from Nazi arrest. Linda
Rossiter and Eleanor Masson soon realize the price they may pay when they read
this ominous public notice: "All persons harbouring English soldiers must deliver
same to the nearest Kommandantur not later than 20 October 1940. Those
persons who continue to harbour Englishmen after this date without having
notified the authorities will be shot." On Christmas Eve, the Gestapo sets a trap,
and death is only a step behind the two American women. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Hexed
Mina Roarke has always been told she is special. In what way, she's never fully
understooduntil circumstances lead her down a path of adrenaline-charged danger
and blazing sexual heat, and introduce her to a world she never knew existed.
Mathias, a warrior for a secret shifter race known as the Coteri, has been ordered
to protect Mina at all costs. Although his oath to protect her is paramount, can he
rein in his animal instincts long enough to avoid claiming the one person he's
forbidden to have?

Double Hexed
Book 3 of Tales of the Shareem. Brianne, a woman of the ruling family, has never
met a Shareem, until she spies Aiden, a level one, in a coffee bar in the workingclass part of town. Unknown to Brianne, her bodyguards arrest Aiden for even
looking at her, and Aiden is locked away, scheduled to be terminated. Ky, a levelthree Shareem and Aiden's closest friend, is furious. He tries to extract Aiden,
which only ends up in him being arrested alongside him. Brianne, horrified, has
both of them freed, but Ky wants to teach Lady Brianne a lesson to make up for
almost getting Aiden killed. Aiden accompanies him, worried about Ky's volatile
nature, and Brianne finds herself alone in a train car with two Shareem men who
have many things on their minds. The incident has Ky bothered for more than one
reason—it forced the feelings he's kept hidden for Aiden to surface. But such things
are forbidden to Shareem, as he learned the hard way years ago.
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Dreams of the Oasis
Leonidas, freedman, once the most popular gladiator in Rome and champion of the
games, now must fight for his life outside the arena. A man who owed him money
was murdered, and Leonidas is a prime suspect. With the assistance of Cassia,
daughter of a Greek scribe who was bestowed upon him as his slave, Leonidas
fights for justice in the back lanes of Imperial Rome. Cassia has no idea how to
cook and clean or mend and weave, but she is very good at finding things out and
writing things down, able to work through a dozen mathematical problems by the
time most people can think of a sentence. Knowing both intuitively and empirically
that Leonidas is innocent of the murder, she resolves to help clear him of the
crime. It’s the least she can do for a man who has proved to be far less brutal than
his reputation and who protects all who come within his sphere. And if Leonidas
loses, he faces a short, painful future back in the amphitheater, this time without
hope of survival. A novella of the Leonidas the Gladiator mysteries.

Iron Master
When young cook Kat Holloway learns that the children of London's Foundling
Hospital are mysteriously disappearing, she can't turn a blind eye. East End parish
vicar Errol Fielding has his suspicions, but the police brush him off, and Kat - and
his childhood acquaintance Daniel McAdam - are his last option. Kat and Daniel are
determined to solve the mystery, and Kat engages the help of her scullery maid,
Elsie, who reveals she had been a foundling. Their investigation takes them to the
less hospitable areas of London, including the very streets where Kat grew up. She
soon suspects the answers they seek are much closer to home than any of them
realised.

Blood Debts
View our feature on Allyson James’s Firewalker.Janet Begay's Crossroads Hotel has
attracted the supernatural ever since it opened. But a new, dark power is rising,
this time inside Janet herself. Her boyfriend Mick, a sexy dragon shapeshifter the
Navajo call a Firewalker, know what terrifying magic is threatening to overwhelm
Janet and her Stormwalker powers. He watches over her, ready to fight for her, to
do anything to keep her safe. But then a mysterious corpse is found near the
Crossroads Hotel-and Janet becomes the main suspect. Now Janet and Mick must
uncover what really happened, and their investigation leads to the most perilous
decision of their lives

Firewalker
Trapped in her hotel by powerful magic, half-Navajo Stormwalker Janet Begay must
find a way out in this novella from the author of Wild Wolf… Running a little hotel in
the southwestern town of Magellan, Janet is used to the occasional problem that
requires a plumber or an electrician. But what begins with a leaky faucet in room
number 6 leads to a terrifying warning: You are doomed. Soon a powerful hex traps
Janet in the hotel with her friends and her lover, Mick, a biker with the power to
shift into a dragon—and the power to calm the raging storm magic inside her.
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While the close quarters stir a passion between them, they must focus their energy
on the impending dangers from outside the hotel—and the ones within… Double
Hexed previously appeared in Hexed Includes previews for Jennifer Ashley’s
upcoming Wild Wolf and Rules for a Proper Governess Praise for the Stormwalker
Novels “Action packed…Dynamic characters, magic, and intrigue.”—Cheyenne
McCray, New York Times bestselling author “An electrifying read—hot, thrilling,
tremendous fun.”—Marjorie M. Liu, New York Times bestselling author “The life-anddeath tension and steamy sex scenes are nicely drawn, and fans of both
paranormal romance and urban fantasy will enjoy James’s intoxicating blend of the
two.”—Publishers Weekly Jennifer Ashley, aka Allyson James, is a New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author and winner of a Romance Writers of America
RITA Award. She’s penned more than forty-five novels and a dozen or so novellas
in historical romance, paranormal romance, and urban fantasy. She now lives in
the Southwest with her husband and cats, spends most of her time in the
wonderful world of her stories, and also enjoys hiking, music, and building
dollhouses and dollhouse miniatures.

Hexed
When Saba Watanabe, a once-powerful witch, is attacked by white dragons in
human form, she is forced to turn to Malcolm, a black dragon who once made her
his love slave, and together they must search for a mysterious book, filled with
profound secrets, that is the key to their survival. Original

The Hanover Square Affair
Shareem: Males created for the pleasure of women. They come in three levels:
Level one, sensuality; Level two, fun and games; Level three, dark and dangerous
pleasures. Lady Talan d'Urvey has never seen a Shareem. But she's read the diary
of a woman who long ago spent two glorious weeks with one. Intrigued, Lady Talan
decides to find a Shareem and have one heady taste of carnality before she takes
a vow of celibacy and shuts herself from the world. But Talan finds Rees, a
Shareem experiment who terrified his captors and then escaped. Rees is all levels
of Shareem rolled into one, his capabilities far beyond those of a level three. No
one knows who Rees is, and Rees likes it that way. When Lady Talan encounters
him, Rees is captivated. Who is this woman under her prim robes who wants to
study him? He thinks it hilarious to be appointed as the man to teach her about
Shareem, but Rees never bargains for losing his heart, proving the hard way that
Shareem can indeed fall in love . . .

Wild Hearts in Atlantis
Leonidas, champion gladiator of Rome, is set free from the games by a mysterious
benefactor who grants him freedom, a place to live, and a servant—Cassia, a
scribe—to look after him. But the benefactor is only so generous—Leonidas must
pay his own way and Cassia’s, which means hiring himself out. The sharp-witted
Cassia quickly lands him a post as a bodyguard, escorting a retired senator to
Ostia. The journey soon turns deadly, as Leonidas and Cassia find themselves
squarely in the middle of intrigue that reaches from the slums of the Subura to the
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Palatine Hill and the emperor Nero himself.

Mortal Temptations
The story of a lonesome young insomniac and how his nightmares become reality.

The Black Dragon
Stormwalker Janet Begay, proprietor of the Crossroads Hotel, a place where the
paranormal stop for a safe night’s rest, is awakened in the night when a slayer
comes to kill Ansel, a Nightwalker who’s become a more-or-less permanent
resident and Janet’s friend. When Janet and her lover Mick intervene to save
Ansel’s un-life, they find that the attack is the beginning of an oncoming storm.
Janet already has her hands full with her crazy half-sister, the upcoming marriage
of her father, the return of a woman who claims to be Coyote’s wife, a couple of
dragons on her back, and her worry about Mick, who’s behaving strangely again.
But it seems that everyone is after Ansel, who fears he killed the woman he loves
in a Nightwalker frenzy. Janet must choose between protecting Ansel or facing the
most powerful magical beings in the world, who are willing to destroy Janet, Mick,
her hotel, and everyone she cares about to get to Ansel and his secrets. Book 4 of
the Stormwalker series.

Calder
Getting Slayed By Anya Bast Princess Jeweline of the Kingdom of Hask fears she
will never shed her pesky chastity belt and finally get laid, especially since a
dragon keeps charbroiling all her fiancÃ©s. Jeweline decides to slay the dragon
herself, but the dragon is not everything she'd presumed. He's dangerous and firebreathing all right, but he's not always a dragon. Marcus is a cursed man with dark,
erotic needs that Jeweline finds herself all too willing to satisfy. That is, until
Darrion the Brave, dragon slayer extraordinaire, explodes onto the scene with a
goal of killing Marcus and taking Jeweline for his own. Passionflower By Ravyn
Wilde What happens when you combine passionflower wine, a gorgeous foreign
man whose understanding of the English language seems to short-circuit
occasionally - with a nightclub specializing in private booths? You wake up the next
morning with a screaming headache. A suspicion the mattress beneath you just
might be flesh and blood instead of memory foam. And a view out the window that
seems to be the planet Earth, as seen from space. All Nancy wanted to do was put
some social interaction back into her very secluded life. . . She ended up with
something out of this world. Shadows Stir By N.J. Walters Warriors of the Shadow
Realm are facing their own demise, so the Shadow Lord sends one of his Ryders
into the world to protect a woman who might hold the key to their very survival.
Gideon finds more than someone to protect. He finds a woman to love. Jo Harris is
a woman on a mission to find her missing sister and she'll do whatever it takes.
She encounters a mysterious stranger who becomes both protector and lover. But
will their love be enough to save them both from the encroaching shadows? Sting
of the Wind By Charlotte Boyett-Compo Shannon O'Rourke was thrilled to get the
job at Durbin Enterprises. She believed in what the billionaire owner was trying to
accomplish with medical research on blood diseases and a blood bank to provid
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Dragon Bites
From the New York Times bestselling author of Atlantis Betrayed and Vampires in
Atlantis comes the story of an immortal Atlantean warrior who falls in love with a
panther shapeshifter as they battle vampires. Atlantean warrior Bastien is sent to
make an alliance with the panther shapeshifters in the Florida Everglades, but he
wants something more intimate than a political allliance with the female shifter
he's obsessed with. First, he must contend with the nest of vampires who also want
the shapeshifters' allegiance. Previously published in Wild Thing

Stormwalker
A collection of urban fantasy stories that take place at carnivals. From vampires
and creepy clowns to mermaids, Druids, and wisecracking Irish wolfhounds, you'll
find out that carnivals aren't the healthiest types of places to hang out at.

Infinite Betrayal
New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction and
Paranormal Romance brings another action, adventure, and suspense-filled story
to transport readers out of this world.Cara Truman is a pint-size pistol whose
inquisitive nature has gotten her into trouble on more than one occasion. Her next
adventure takes her farther than she ever expected when she ends up on a
journey out of this world.Trelon Reykill thought he had his hands full. A militant
group of Curizans had captured his brother Zoran, and he was busy trying to fortify
the Valdier defenses against the Sarafin Warriors, even as his dragon was roaring
for him to find a mate. He was furious about the first, excited about the second,
and pissed about the last. The last thing he expected to find on the primitive
planet his brother has taken refuge on was his true mate. Now, he has a whole new
set of problems capturing Cara long enough to make her his. His symbiot loves her,
his dragon wants her, and he can't catch her. On top of all that, someone is trying
to kill her. His solution: Capture Cara and love her so well she will never want to
escape him--if he can.

Dragon Heat
When the prototype of a magical device is stolen from their clan, FBI agent Lily Yu
and her fiance, lupi Rule Turner, must race against time to recover their missing
property before it falls into the hands of Robert Friar, a killer, madman, and acolyte
of the Old One the lupi are at war with. Original.

Hot for the Holidays
Stuart Reid is an Iron Master—a Dark Fae with a rare ability to make iron do his
bidding. Exiled by the High Fae who fear him, he now lives in a simple house in
Shiftertown outside Las Vegas, watching over Peigi, a bear Shifter woman, and the
cubs she cares for. Peigi, rescued from an evil Shifter and welcomed into the Vegas
Shiftertown, knows Reid and the cubs have helped her survive and heal. She also
knows Reid is alone and lonely, a strong man coping with his exile. The bond she
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feels pulling her to him scares the crud out of her—she’s been down this road
before. When Reid’s people send him a desperate call for help, Peigi senses danger
to him—too much of it. She finds she’ll do anything, even sacrifice herself and her
happiness, to keep him safe. A Shifters Unbound full-length novel.

Lady Isabella's Scandalous Marriage
Four romantic novellas that will fire up your coldest nights…it’s the hottest gift of
the holidays. Four bestselling authors invite readers to spend the night with these
novellas spiced with sexy romance and paranormal passion. So come in out of the
cold and experience the thrill of a soul-stirring new tale of the Breeds from Lora
Leigh, a return to the beguiling world of the Mageverse from Angela Knight, and
two more mesmerizing and unexpected stories of sensual surprises and seasonal
spirits from Anya Bast and Allyson James.

Dreamwalker
He?s big, hot, and not of this world. The third in this erotic paranormal series. A
Fire Dragon summoned here by a dangerous mage inflames the passion in the
human female he has chosen to become his mate.

Murder in the East End
Book 5 of the Tales of the Shareem. Braden, a level-three Shareem, never thought
he’d find anything interesting in a library—that is, until he spies Elisa n’Arell sitting
behind a reference desk. She’s lovely, polite, and uses cute words like “shan't.”
The trouble is, the pretty librarian is a registered celibate, off-limits, forbidden,
especially for the nearly outlawed Shareem. The second problem is, Braden has
come into the library to research a way to get Shareem off the planet, an activity
that could have him arrested and all Shareem killed. He needs the librarian’s help
to access a restricted databases, but he can’t tell her why. Elisa knows good and
well that her motives for donning the robes of a celibate were less than pure. When
Braden walks into her library, he takes her breath away. He tempts her to put
aside her vows for a time and find out what she’s sacrificing. Elisa asks Braden to
teach her, and enters a world she’d never known existed. Too late, Elisa finds that
forbidden fruit tastes the best of all . . .

Braden
Escape from Paris
Four of the bestselling names in romance and fantasy come together in this
collection of thrilling novellas featuring powerful women who know how to handle a
hex or two.

Master of the Moon
In October 1934, the Chinese Communist Army found itself facing annihilation,
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surrounded by hundreds of thousands of Nationalist soldiers. Rather than
surrender, 86,000 Communists embarked on an epic flight to safety. Only thirty
were women. Their trek would eventually cover 4,000 miles over 370 days. Under
enemy fire they crossed highland awamps, climbed Tibetan peaks, scrambled over
chain bridges, and trudged through the sands of the western deserts. Fewer than
10,000 of them would survive, but remarkably all of the women would live to tell
the tale. Unbound is an amazing story of love, friendship, and survival written by a
new master of adventure narrative.

Fury
All is quiet at Janet Begay’s Crossroads Hotel, where the paranormal is normal,
until Emmett Smith, the most powerful mage in the world, arrives to announce his
intent to steal Janet’s smart-mouthed magic mirror. Janet already has her hands
full trying to keep her sister Gabrielle under control as well as plan her upcoming
wedding to her dragon-Shifter boyfriend Mick and taking care of the weird
creatures that suddenly turn up at Barry’s biker bar. When Janet is knocked out
fighting the creatures, she wakes up seemingly in the past, after she and Mick had
first met and traveled across country by motorcycle, alone and free. The dream
seems so real that Janet begins to forget it isn’t. The dreams call her back, each
one more powerful than the last, until she can no longer distinguish between past
and present—and she’d not the only one affected. Janet and her friends—Mick,
Cassandra, Nash, Gabrielle, Coyote, her grandmother, and the dragons—must
band together to thwart this greatest of magics before it splits them into fragments
and leaves the world vulnerable to the most evil of evils. Book 5 in the
Stormwalker series.

Aiden and Ky
Lisa Singleton has an unusual roommate-a fifty-foot dragon named Caleb who has
glittering scales and a bad attitude. Little does she know that Caleb is actually a
powerful warrior sent to protect her from those out to steal her magic and destroy
the world. Or that Caleb can take the human form of a sexy hunk. Now, if he
doesn't stop distracting her with those gorgeous bedroom eyes, they may not have
time to stop their enemies before all of existence is wiped out. At least Lisa and
Caleb will have savored every last minute.

Mortal Seductions
Cavalry captain Gabriel Lacey returns to Regency London from the Napoleonic
wars, burned out, fighting melancholia, his career ended. His interest is piqued
when he learns of a missing girl, possibly kidnapped by a prominent member of
Parliament. Lacey's search for the girl leads to the discovery of murder, corruption,
and dealings with a leader of the underworld. At the same time, he struggles with
his own transition from a soldier's life to the civilian world, redefining his role with
his former commanding officer, and making new friends--from the top of society to
the street girls of Covent Garden. Book 1 of the Captain Lacey Regency Mysteries.

Found (The Crescent Chronicles #3)
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BOOK 2 IN THE IRON DRUID CHRONICLES Atticus O’Sullivan, last of the Druids,
doesn’t care much for witches. Still, he’s about to make nice with the local coven
by signing a mutually beneficial nonaggression treaty—when suddenly the witch
population in modern-day Tempe, Arizona, quadruples overnight. And the new girls
are not just bad, they’re badasses with a dark history on the German side of World
War II. With a fallen angel feasting on local high school students, a horde of
Bacchants blowing in from Vegas with their special brand of deadly decadence,
and a dangerously sexy Celtic goddess of fire vying for his attention, Atticus is
having trouble scheduling the witch hunt. But aided by his magical sword, his
neighbor’s rocket-propelled grenade launcher, and his vampire attorney, Atticus is
ready to sweep the town and show the witchy women they picked the wrong Druid
to hex. Don’t miss any of Kevin Hearne’s phenomenal Iron Druid Chronicles novels:
HOUNDED | HEXED | HAMMERED | TRICKED | TRAPPED | HUNTED | SHATTERED |
STAKED

Bear Attraction
After the death of the uncle who had been his guardian, fourteen-year-old Alex
Rider is coerced to continue his uncle's dangerous work for Britain's intelligence
agency, MI6.

Stormbreaker
View our feature on Allyson James’s Stormwalker.National bestselling author of
Mortal Seductions Janet Begay is a Stormwalker, capable of wielding the raw
elemental power of nature, a power that threatens to overwhelm her. Only her
lover, Mick, is able to calm the storm within her-even as their passion reaches
unimaginable heights of ecstasy. But when an Arizona police chief's daughter is
taken by a paranormal evil, they find themselves venturing where no human can
survive-for only together can they overcome the greatest danger they've ever
faced. Watch a Video

Dreamwalker
Demigods and the women who love them! First in a new paranormal erotic
romance series. Patricia was startled when she found a handsome and wounded
man in her antique store-but her interest was truly aroused when she saw his wellmuscled back sporting two wings. He was Nico, son of a powerful deity, breaker of
hearts, and cursed by the goddess Hera to spend eternity as a slave to female
desire-drained, used, and cast aside time and again as a sex god. With Patricia, for
the first time in three thousand years, he's looking forward to paying his dues.
Now, if she could only free him

The Dragon Master
Magic, fate and hope collide in the stunning conclusion of New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Vincent’s acclaimed Menagerie trilogy… 1986: Rebecca
Essig leaves a slumber party early but comes home to a massacre—committed by
her own parents. Only one of her siblings has survived. But as the tragic event
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unfolds, she begins to realize that other than a small army of six-year-olds, she is
among very few survivors of a nationwide slaughter. The Reaping has begun.
Present day: Pregnant and on the run with a small band of compatriots, Delilah
Marlow is determined to bring her baby into the world safely and secretly. But she
isn’t used to sitting back while others suffer, and she’s desperate to reunite
Zyanya, the cheetah shifter, with her brother and children. To find a way for Lenore
the siren to see her husband. To find Rommily’s missing Oracle sisters. To unify
this adopted family of fellow cryptids she came to love and rely on in captivity. But
Delilah is about to discover that her role in the human versus cryptid war is
destined to be much larger—and more dangerous—than she ever could have
imagined. Weaving together past and present in this heartbreaking tale of sacrifice
and self-discovery, Fury is the deeply moving finale to a series that readers won’t
soon forget.

Dark Embers
The author of "Mortal Temptations" pens the second book in this paranormal
erotica series.

Shadow Walker
Read Tessa Adams's posts on the Penguin Blog. A new erotic paranormal series,
starring dragon shapeshifters, kicks off with a very sexy debut Prince Dylan
MacLeod is one of the last pure-blood dragon shape- shifters-and ruler of a dying
race, the Dragonstar clan. It falls to him to protect his people and their ancient
magic. But he has one important duty: to provide an heir Like all dragons, Dylan,
who has a dark, rampant sexual appetite, can only procreate with his destined
mate-for whom he's searched for the last five hundred years. But his quest is
delayed when a disease sweeps through the Dragonstars, and Dylan must venture
to the human world to find a cure. He tracks down bio-chemist Phoebe Quillum,
never imagining the beautiful scientist would be the mate he's been seeking. But
even with the fate of the clan on their shoulders, Phoebe and Dylan are overcome
by their sexual desire. Their passion turns to something truer, but when Phoebe is
kidnapped by Dylan's oldest enemy, he must risk everything for his love and his
clan

Rees
While hunting a powerful female vampire who is wreaking havoc in a small South
Carolina town, Diana London, a werewolf, encounters Llyr Galatyn, the king of
Cachamwri Sidhe, who makes all of her erotic fantasies come true. Original.

Carniepunk
Levi might be hot, strong, and have a cool set of wings, but it's not enough to
make up for keeping Allie in the dark. Allie's tired of being left with more questions
than answers. She's tired of loving a guy who refuses to level with her. Most of all,
she's tired of her life spinning out of control. Desperate to save Jess no matter the
personal cost, Allie has to face the possibility that the only one she can trust is
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herself. * New Adult Paranormal Romance *

Unbound
When her husband, Lord Mac Mackenzie, follows her to London, determined to win
her back, Lady Isabella Scranton rises to the challenge by tempting him in ways he
could have never imagined, but a dangerous enemy waits in the wings to stop
them from reuniting--forever. Original.

Capturing Cara
Jennifer Ashley’s New York Times bestselling Shifters Unbound series continues as
a Shifter and a human are faced with the unexpected, undeniable pull of a bond…
As the military liaison between the human Shifter Bureau and Shiftertown, Walker
is often stuck trying to appease both sides—and angering both. So when bearShifter Rebecca is captured taking a run in a restricted area, Walker has to talk fast
to get her released. The compromise: if Rebecca helps him find a missing
woman—thought to have been abducted by a Shifter—she won’t be charged and
executed. Mate-less Rebecca is not happy to be under Walker’s supervision. As a
bear used to roaming for miles, she hates being confined and restricted, she
distrusts anything involving humans, and—worst of all—the strong and handsome
Walker starts triggering her mating need. They have no choice but to work
together, and as they continue their search for the missing girl, uncovering secrets
neither Shifters nor humans want them to know, both Walker and Rebecca find it
hard not to mix business with pleasure… Includes a preview of Jennifer Ashley’s
upcoming novel Mate Bond. Praise for the Shifters Unbound series: “Ashley’s
Shifter world is exciting, sexy, and magical.”—Yasmine Galenorn, New York Times
bestselling author “A must-buy series for paranormal romance lovers.”—Fiction
Vixen “Scorchingly sensualHigh-adrenaline suspense.”—Booklist “A superb, wellwritten paranormal series.”—Fresh Fiction Jennifer Ashley, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of Mate Bond and winner of a Romance Writers of
America RITA Award, also writes as national bestselling and award-winning author
Allyson James. She lives in the Southwest with her husband and cats, and spends
most of her time in the wonderful worlds of her stories.

Mortal Ties
Book 4 of Tales of the Shareem Medic Katarina d'Arnal moves to the slums to work
in a free clinic and ends up drawing the job of inoculating Shareem. The first
Shareem who shows up is Calder, a level three, muffled from head to foot, refusing
to bare even an inch of skin. He's used to an elderly medic who jabs him and lets
him go, not the pretty, young highborn woman who wants to do everything by the
book. Calder hides himself because, unlike the rest of the Shareem, he is scarred
all over, the result of a plasma fire years ago. He's learned that women crave to be
with him, as hideous as he is, and he's created a world where they can indulge in
their darkest fantasies with the Beast. He gives them an exotic experience with a
capital E. But this woman, Katarina, looks at Calder the man, and wants to know all
about him. Calder decides to show her what he is when she's tricked into visiting
his lair—but Katarina keeps insisting on touching his burned face with her gentle
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fingers, trying to find the man behind the tormented Beast. Calder knows if he lets
her in to what he truly is, it will be the end of him . . .

Nightwalker
Stormwalker Janet Begay returns home only to have the ground collapse beneath
her-literally. After tumbling two hundred feet underground, Janet is rescued by her
dragon boyfriend, Mick. But something dark touches Mick while in the sinkhole, and
Janet might lose him forever unless she recruites the most unlikely of allies to stop
the growing shadow.
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